Fashion IQ: A New Dataset Towards Retrieving Images by Natural Language Feedback
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Abstract

Conversational interfaces for the detail-oriented retail fashion domain are more natural, expressive, and user friendly than classical keyword-based search interfaces. In this paper, we introduce the Fashion IQ dataset to support and advance research on interactive fashion image retrieval. Fashion IQ is the first fashion dataset to provide human-generated captions that distinguish similar pairs of garment images together with side-information consisting of real-world product descriptions and derived visual attribute labels for these images. We provide a detailed analysis of the characteristics of the Fashion IQ data, and present a transformer-based user simulator and interactive image retriever that can seamlessly integrate visual attributes with image features, user feedback, and dialog history, leading to improved performance over the state of the art in dialog-based image retrieval. We believe that our dataset will encourage further work on developing more natural and real-world applicable conversational shopping assistants.\textsuperscript{1}

1. Introduction

Fashion is a multi-billion-dollar industry, with direct social, cultural, and economic implications in the world. Recently, computer vision has demonstrated remarkable success in many applications in this domain, including trend forecasting [2], modeling influence relations [1], creation of capsule wardrobes [23], interactive product retrieval [18, 68], recommendation [41], and fashion design [46]. In this work, we address the problem of interactive image retrieval for fashion product search. High fidelity interactive image retrieval, despite decades of research and many great strides, remains a research challenge. At the crux of the challenge are two entangled elements: empowering the user with ways to express what they want, and empowering the retrieval machine with the information, capacity, and learning objective to realize high performance.

To tackle these challenges, traditional systems have relied on relevance feedback [47, 68], allowing users to indicate which images are “similar” or “dissimilar” to the desired image. Relative attribute feedback (e.g., “more formal than these”, “shinier than these”) [33, 32] allows the comparison of the desired image with candidate images based on a fixed set of attributes. While effective, this specific form of user feedback constrains what the user can convey. More recent work utilizes natural language to address this problem [65, 18, 55], with relative captions describing the differences between a reference image and what the user has in mind, and dialog-based interactive retrieval as a principled and general methodology for interactively engaging the user in a multimodal conversation to resolve their intent.

\textsuperscript{*} Equal contribution.

\textsuperscript{1} Fashion IQ is available at: https://github.com/XiaoxiaoGuo/fashion-iq
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\caption{A classical fashion search interface relies on the user selecting filters based on a pre-defined fashion ontology. This process can be cumbersome and the search results still need manual refinement. The Fashion IQ dataset supports building dialog-based fashion search systems, which are more natural to use and allow the user to precisely describe what they want to search for.}
\end{figure}
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While this recent work represents great progress, several important questions remain. In real-world fashion product catalogs, images are often associated with side information, which in the wild varies greatly in format and information content, and can often be acquired at large scale with low cost. Descriptive representations such as attributes can often be extracted from this data, and form a strong basis for generating stronger image captions \[71, 66, 70\] and more effective image retrieval \[25, 5, 51, 34\].
How such side information interacts with natural language user inputs to improve the state of the art dialog-based image retrieval systems are important open research questions. Furthermore, a challenge with implementing dialog-interface image search systems is that currently conversational systems typically require cumbersome hand-engineering and/or large-scale dialog data \[35, 6\]. In this paper, we investigate the extent to which side information can alleviate these issues, and explore ways to incorporate side information in the form of visual attributes into model training to improve interactive image retrieval. This represents an important step toward the ultimate goal of constructing commercial-grade conversational interfaces with much less data and effort, and much wider real-world applicability.

Toward this end, we contribute a new dataset, Fashion Interactive Queries (Fashion IQ). Fashion IQ is distinct from existing fashion image datasets (see Figure 4) in that it uniquely enables joint modeling of natural language feedback and side information to realize effective and practical image retrieval systems. As we illustrate in Figure 2, there are two main settings to utilize Fashion IQ to drive progress on developing more effective interfaces for image retrieval: single-shot retrieval and dialog-based retrieval. In both settings, the user can communicate their fine-grained search intent via natural language relative feedback. The difference of the two settings is that dialog-based retrieval can progressively improve the retrieval results over the interaction rounds. Fashion IQ also enables relative captioning, which we leverage as a user model to efficiently generate a large amount of low-cost training data, to further improve training interactive fashion retrieval systems.

To summarize, our main contributions are as follows:

- We introduce a novel dataset, Fashion IQ, a publicly available resource for advancing research on conversational fashion retrieval. Fashion IQ is the first fashion dataset that includes both human-written relative captions that have been annotated for similar pairs of images, and the associated real-world product descriptions and attribute labels as side information.
- We present a transformer-based user simulator and interactive image retriever that can seamlessly leverage multimodal inputs (images, natural language feedback, and attributes) during training, and leads to significantly improved performance. Through the use of self-attention, these models consolidate the traditional components of user modeling and interactive retrieval, are highly extensible, and outperform existing methods for the relative captioning and interactive image retrieval of fashion images on Fashion IQ.

\[Relative\ captioning\ is\ also\ a\ standalone\ vision\ task\ [26, 57, 43, 15],\ \] which Fashion IQ serves as a new training and benchmarking dataset.
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate the benefit of combining natural language user feedback and attributes for dialog-based image retrieval, and it provides empirical evidence that incorporating attributes results in superior performance for both user modeling and dialog-based image retrieval.

2. Related Work

Fashion Datasets. Many fashion datasets have been proposed over the past few years, covering different applications such as fashionability and style prediction [50, 28, 22, 51], fashion image generation [46], product search and recommendation [25, 72, 19, 41, 63], fashion apparel pixelwise segmentation [27, 74, 69], and body-diverse clothing recommendation [24]. DeepFashion [38, 16] is a large-scale fashion dataset containing consumer-commercial image pairs and labels such as clothing attributes, landmarks, and segmentation masks. iMaterialist [17] is a large-scale dataset with fine-grained clothing attribute annotations, while Fashionpedia [27] has both attribute labels and corresponding pixelwise segmented regions.

Unlike most existing fashion datasets used for image retrieval, which focus on content-based or attribute-based product search, our proposed dataset facilitates research on conversational fashion image retrieval. In addition, we enlist real users to collect the high-quality, natural language annotations, rather than using fully or partially automated approaches to acquire large amounts of weak attribute labels [41, 38, 46] or synthetic conversational data [48]. Such high-quality annotations are more costly, but of great benefit in building and evaluating conversational systems for image retrieval. We make the data publicly available so that the community can explore the value of combining high-quality human-written relative captions and the more common, web-mined weak annotations.

Visual Attributes for Interactive Fashion Search. Visual attributes, including color, shape, and texture, have been successfully used to model clothing images [25, 22, 23, 2, 73, 7, 40]. More relevant to our work, in [73], a system for interactive fashion search with attribute manipulation was presented, where the user can choose to modify a query by changing the value of a specific attribute. While visual attributes model the presence of certain visual properties in images, they do not measure the relative strength of them. To address this issue, relative attributes [42, 52] were proposed, and have been exploited as a richer form of feedback for interactive fashion image retrieval [32, 33, 30, 31]. However, in general, attribute based retrieval interfaces require careful curation and engineering of the attribute vocabulary. Also, when attributes are used as the sole interface for user queries, they can lead to inferior performance relative to both relevance feedback [44] and natural language feedback [18]. In contrast with attribute based systems, our work explores the use of relative feedback in natural language, which is more flexible and expressive, and is complementary to attribute based interfaces.

Image Retrieval with Natural Language Queries. Methods that lie in the intersection of computer vision and natural language processing, including image captioning [45, 64, 67] and visual question-answering [3, 10, 59], have received much attention from the research community. Recently, several techniques have been proposed for image or video retrieval based on natural language queries [36, 4, 60, 65, 55]. In another line of work, visually-grounded dialog systems [11, 53, 13, 12] have been developed to hold a meaningful dialog with humans in natural, conversational language about visual content. Most current systems, however, are based on purely text-based questions and answers regarding a single image. Similar to [18], we consider the setting of goal-driven dialog, where the user provides feedback in natural language, and the agent outputs retrieved images. Unlike [18], we provide a large dataset of relative captions anchored with real-world contextual information, which is made available to the community. In addition, we follow a very different methodology based on a unified transformer model, instead of fragmented components to model the state and flow of the conversation, and show that the joint modeling of visual attributes and relative feedback via natural language can improve the performance of interactive image retrieval.

Learning with Side Information. Learning with privileged information that is available at training time but not at test time is a popular machine learning paradigm [61], with many applications in computer vision [49, 25]. In the context of fashion, [25] showed that visual attributes mined from online shopping stores serve as useful privileged information for cross-domain image retrieval. Text surrounding fashion images has also been used as side information to discover attributes [5, 20], learn weakly supervised clothing representations [51], and improve search based on noisy and incomplete product descriptions [34]. In our work, for the first time, we explore the use of side information in the form of visual attributes for image retrieval with a natural language feedback interface.

3. Fashion IQ Dataset

One of our main objectives in this work is to provide researchers with a strong resource for developing interactive dialog-based fashion retrieval models. To that end, we introduce a novel public benchmark, Fashion IQ. The dataset contains diverse fashion images (dresses, shirts, and tops&tees), side information in form of textual descriptions and product meta-data, attribute labels, and most importantly, large-scale annotations of high quality relative captions collected from human annotators. Next we describe the data collection process and provide an in-depth analy-
Figure 3: Overview of the dataset collection process.

Table 1: Dataset statistics. We use 6:2:2 splits for each category for training, validation and testing, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>#Image</th>
<th># With Attr</th>
<th># Relative Cap.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dresses</td>
<td>19,087</td>
<td>12,955</td>
<td>20,052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirts</td>
<td>31,728</td>
<td>20,071</td>
<td>20,130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tops&amp;Tees</td>
<td>26,869</td>
<td>16,438</td>
<td>20,090</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1. Image And Attribute Collection

The images of fashion products that comprise our Fashion IQ dataset were originally sourced from a product review dataset [21]. Similar to [2], we selected three categories of product items, specifically: Dresses, Tops&Tees, and Shirts. For each image, we followed the link to the product website available in the dataset, in order to extract corresponding product information.

Leveraging the rich textual information contained in the product website, we extracted fashion attribute labels from them. More specifically, product attributes were extracted from the product title, the product summary, and detailed product description. To define the set of product attributes, we adopted the fashion attribute vocabulary curated in DeepFashion [38], which is currently the most widely adopted benchmark for fashion attribute prediction. In total, this resulted in 1000 attribute labels, which were further grouped into five attribute types: texture, fabric, shape, part, and style. We followed a similar procedure as in [38] to extract the attribute labels: an attribute label for an image is considered as present if its associated attribute word appears at least once in the metadata. In Figure 4, we provide examples of the original side information provided in the product review dataset and the corresponding attribute labels that were extracted. To complete and denoise attributes, we use an attribute prediction model pretrained on DeepFashion (details in Appendix A).

Table 2: Analysis on the relative captions. Bold font highlights comparative phrases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semantics</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct reference</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>is solid white and buttons up with front pockets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>has longer sleeves and is lighter in color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct &amp; compar.</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>has a geometric print with longer sleeves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single attribute</td>
<td>30.5%</td>
<td>is more bold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite attr.</td>
<td>69.5%</td>
<td>black with red cherry pattern and a deep V neck line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negation</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>is white colored with a graphic and no lace design</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Relative Captions Collection

The Fashion IQ dataset is constructed with the goal of advancing conversational image search. Imagine a typical visual search process (illustrated in Figure 1): a user might start the search by describing general keywords which can weed out totally irrelevant search instances, then the user can construct natural language phrases which are powerful in specifying the subtle differences between the search target and the current search result. In other words, relative captions are more effective to narrow down fine-grained cases than using keywords or attribute label filtering.

To ensure that the relative captions can describe the fine-grained visual differences between the reference and target image, we leveraged product title information to select similar images for annotation with relative captions. Specifically, we first computed the TF-IDF score of all words appearing in each product title, and then for each target image, we paired it with a reference image by finding the image in the database (within the same fashion category) with the maximum sum of the TF-IDF weights on each overlapping word. We randomly selected ~10,000 target images for each of the three fashion categories, and collected two sets of captions for each pair. Inconsistent captions were filtered (please consult the suppl. material for details).

To amass relative captions for the Fashion IQ data, we collected data using crowdsourcing. Briefly, the users were situated in the context of an online shopping chat window, and assigned the goal of providing a natural language expression to communicate to the shopping assistant the visual features of the search target as compared to the provided search candidate. Figure 4 shows examples of image pairs presented to the user, and the resulting relative image captions that were collected. We only included workers from three predominantly English-speaking countries, with master level of expertise and with an acceptance rate above 95%. This criterion makes it more costly to obtain the captions, but ensures that the human-written captions in Fashion IQ are indeed of high quality. To further improve
Figure 4: Fashion IQ uniquely provides natural-language relative feedback, textural descriptions and fashion attributes.

3.3. Dataset Summary and Analysis

Basic statistics and examples of the resulting Fashion IQ dataset are in Table 1 and Figure 4, with additional details presented in Appendix A, including dataset statistics by each data split, the word-frequency clouds of the relative captions, and the distributions of relative caption length and number of attributes per image. As depicted in Figure 2, Fashion IQ can be applied to three different tasks, single-shot retrieval, dialog-based retrieval and relative captioning. These tasks can be developed independently or jointly to drive the progress on developing more effective interfaces for image retrieval. We provide more explanations on how Fashion IQ can be applied to each task in Appendix B. In the main paper, we focus on the multi-turn retrieval setting, which includes the dialog-based retrieval task and the relative captioning task. Appendix C includes auxiliary study on the single-shot retrieval task.

Relative captions vs attributes. The length of relative captions and the number of attributes per image of Fashion IQ have similar distributions across all three categories (c.f. Figure 8 in the Appendix). In most cases, the attribute labels and relative captions contain complementary information, and thus jointly form a stronger basis for ascertaining the relationships between images. To further obtain insight on the unique properties of the relative captions in comparison with classical attribute labels, we conducted a semantic analysis on a subset of 200 randomly chosen relative captions. The results of the analysis are summarized in Table 2. Almost 70% of all text queries in Fashion IQ consist of compositional attribute phrases. Many of the captions are simpler adjective-noun pairs (e.g. “red cherry pattern”). Nevertheless, this structure is more complex than a simple “bag of attributes” representation, which can quickly become cumbersome to build, necessitating a large vocabulary and compound attributes, or multi-step composition. Furthermore, in excess of 10% of the data involves more complicated compositions that often include direct or relative spatial references for constituent objects (e.g. “pink stripes on side and bottom”). The analysis suggests that relative captions are a more expressive and flexible form of annotation than attribute labels. The diversity in the structure and content of the relative captions provide a fertile resource for modeling user feedback and for learning natural language feedback based image retrieval models, as we will demonstrate below.

4. Multimodal Transformers for Interactive Image Retrieval

To advance research on the Fashion IQ applications, we introduce a strong baseline for dialog-based fashion re-
retrieval based on the modern transformer architecture [62]. Multimodal transformers have recently received significant attention, achieving state-of-the-art results in vision and language tasks such as image captioning and visual question answering [75, 56, 37, 54, 39]. To the best of our knowledge, multimodal transformers have not been studied in the context of goal-driven dialog-based image retrieval. Specifically, we adapt the transformer architecture in (1) a relative captioner transformer, which is then used as a user simulator to train our interactive retrieval system, and (2) a multimodal retrieval framework, which incorporates image features, fashion attributes, and a user’s textual feedback in a unified fashion. This unified retrieval architecture allows for more flexibility in terms of included modalities compared to the RNN-based approaches (e.g., [18]) which may require a systemic revision whenever a new modality is included. For example, integrating visual attributes into traditional goal-driven dialog architectures would require specialization of each individual component to model the user response, track the dialog history, and generate responses.

### 4.1. Relative Captioning Transformer

In the relative captioning task, the model is given a reference image \( I_r \) and a target image \( I_t \) and it is tasked with describing the differences of \( I_r \) relative to \( I_t \) in natural language. Our transformer model leverages two modalities: image visual feature and inferred attributes (Figure 5). While the visual features capture the fine-grained differences between \( I_r \) and \( I_t \), the attributes help in highlighting the prominent differences between the two garments. Specifically, we encode each image with a CNN encoder \( f_I(\cdot) \) and to obtain the prominent set of fashion attributes from each image, we use an attribute prediction model \( f_A(\cdot) \) and select the top \( N = 8 \) predicted attributes from the reference \( \{a_i\}^r \) and the target \( \{a_i\}^t \) images based on confidence scores from \( f_A(I_r) \) and \( f_A(I_t) \), respectively. Then, each attribute is embedded into a feature vector based on the word encoder \( f_W(\cdot) \). Finally, our transformer model attends to the difference in image features of \( I_r \) and \( I_t \) and their attributes to produce the relative caption \( \{w_i\} = f_R(I_r, I_t) = (f_I(I_r) - f_I(I_t), f_W(\{a_i\}^r), f_W(\{a_i\}^t)) \), where \( \{w_i\} \) is the word sequence generated for the caption.

### 4.2. Dialog-based Image Retrieval Transformer

In this interactive fashion retrieval task, to initiate the interaction, the system can either select a random image (which assumes no prior knowledge on the user’s search intent), or retrieve an image based on the keywords-based query from the user. Then at each turn, the user provides textual feedback based on the currently retrieved image to guide the system towards a target image, and the system responds with a new retrieved image, based on all of the user feedback received so far. Here we adopt a transformer architecture that enables our model to attend to the entire multimodal history of the dialog during each dialog turn. This is in contrast with RNN-based models (e.g., [18]), which must systemically incorporate features from different modalities, and consolidate historical information into a low-dimensional feature vector.

During training, our dialog-based retrieval model leverages the previously introduced relative captioning model to simulate the user’s input at the start of each cycle of the interaction. More specifically, the user model is used to generate relative captions for image pairs that occur during each interaction (which are generally not present in the training data of the captioning model), and enables efficient training of the interactive retriever without a human in the loop as was done in [18]. For commercial applications, this learning procedure would serve as pre-training to bootstrap and then boost system performance, as it is fine-tuned on real multi-turn interaction data that becomes available. The relative captioning model provides the dialog-based retriever at each iteration \( j \) with a relative description of the differences between the retrieved image \( I_j \) and the target image \( I_t \). Note that only the user model \( f_R \) has access to \( I_j \), and \( f_R \)
communicates to the dialog model $f_D$ only through natural language. Furthermore, to prevent $f_R$ and $f_D$ from developing a coded language among themselves, we pre-train $f_R$ separately on relative captions, and freeze the model parameters when training $f_D$.

To that end, at the $J$-th iteration of the dialog, $f_D$ receives the user model’s relative feedback $\{w_i\}_J = f_R(I_J, I_t)$, the top $N$ attributes from $I_J$, and image features of $I_J$ (see Figure 6). The model attends to these features and features from previous interactions with a multi-layer transformer to produce a query vector $q_J = f_D(\{\{w_i\}_J, f_W(\{a_i\}_J), f_I(I_J)\}_{J-1})$. We follow the standard multi-head self-attention formulation [62]: $\text{head}_h = \text{Attention}(QW_h^Q, KW_h^K, VW_h^V)$, and the output at each layer is $\text{Concat}(\text{head}_1, ... , \text{head}_h)V^O$. The output at the last layer is $q_J$, which is used to search the database for the best matching garment based on the Euclidean distance in image feature vector space. The top searched image is returned to the user for the next iteration, denoted as $I_{J+1}$.

5. Experiments

We evaluate our multimodal transformer models on the user simulation and interactive fashion retrieval tasks of Fashion IQ. We compare against the state-of-the-art hierarchical RNN-based approach from [18] and demonstrate the benefit of the design choices of our baselines and the newly introduced attributes in boosting performance. All models are evaluated on the three fashion categories: Dresses, Shirts and Tops&Tees, following the same data split shown in Table 1. These models establish formal performance benchmarks for the user modeling and dialog-based retrieval tasks of Fashion IQ, and outperform those of [18], even when not leveraging attributes as side information (cf. Tables 3, 4).

5.1. Experiment Setup

**Input Encoders.** We train an EfficientNet-b7 [58] on the attribute prediction task from the DeepFashion dataset, and we use the features from the last average pooling layer of that network to realize the image encoder $f_I$. For the attribute model $f_A$, we fine-tune the last linear layer of the previous EfficientNet-b7 using the attribute labels from our Fashion IQ dataset, and use the top-8 attribute predictions for the garment images as input. Finally, for $f_W$ we use randomly initialized embeddings and optimize these end-to-end with other components. We use GloVe$^3$ to encode user feedback words in the retriever.

**Transformer Details.** The multimodal retrieval model is a 6-layer transformer (256 hidden units, 8 attention heads)$^4$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dialog Turn 1</th>
<th>Dialog Turn 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R@10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>89.45</td>
<td>6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>93.14</td>
<td>12.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours+Attr</td>
<td>93.50</td>
<td>13.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>89.39</td>
<td>3.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>92.75</td>
<td>11.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours+Attr</td>
<td>92.92</td>
<td>11.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tops&amp;Tees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>87.89</td>
<td>3.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>93.03</td>
<td>11.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours+Attr</td>
<td>93.25</td>
<td>11.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Dialog-based Image Retrieval. We report the performance on ranking percentile (P) and recall at N (R@N) at the 1st and 5th dialog turns.

The user’s feedback text is padded to a fixed length of 8. The transformer’s output representations are then pooled and linearly transformed to form the query vector. All other parameters are set to their default values. The multimodal captioning model has 6 encoding and 6 decoding transformer layers and its caption output is set to maximum word length of 8. The captioner’s loss function is the cross entropy and the retrieval’s is the triplet-based loss as defined in [18]. Specifically, the retrieval component minimizes the triplet-based loss over N dialog turns, $\sum_{i=1}^{N} \max(0, \|q_j - f_I(I_t)\|_2 - \|q_j - f_I(I_n)\|_2 + m)$, where $I_t$ and $I_n$ are the target image and a random image respectively. $m$ is the constant for the margin. For further details regarding model training please consult Appendix D.

**Evaluation Setup.** To reduce the evaluation variance, we randomly generate a list of initial image pairs (i.e., a target and a reference image), and we evaluated all methods with the same list of the initial image pairs. We use Beam Search with beam size 5 to generate the relative captions as feedback to the retriever model. When training the retriever models, we use greedy decoding for faster training speed. The average ranking percentile is computed as $P = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (1 - \frac{r_i}{N})$, where $r_i$ is the ranking of the $i$-th target and $N$ is the total number of candidates. Furthermore, to ablate the impact of the attribute modality, we consider two version of our approach that correspond to the exact same model with or without additional attribute features as input: Ours and Ours+Attr.

5.2. Experimental Results

**Relative Captioning.** Table 4 summarizes the performance of our multimodal transformer approach compared to the RNN-based approach from [18]. Our transformer method outperforms the RNN-based baseline across all metrics. Moreover, the attribute-aware transformer model improves
Table 4: Relative Captioning. Our multimodal transformer captioning model outperforms the state-of-the-art RNN-based approach [18] on standard image captioning metrics across all datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BLEU-4</th>
<th>Rouge-L</th>
<th>CIDEr</th>
<th>SPICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dresses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guo et al. [18]</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours+Attr</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>80.6</td>
<td>36.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guo et al. [18]</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>52.6</td>
<td>32.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>81.4</td>
<td>34.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours+Attr</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>35.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tops&amp;Tees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guo et al. [18]</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>30.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours+Attr</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>55.4</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

over the attribute-agnostic variant, suggesting that attribute information is complementary to the raw visual signals and improves relative captioning performance.

Dialog-based Image Retrieval. To test dialog-based retrieval performance, we paired each retrieval model with user models and ran the dialog interaction for five turns, starting from a random test image, to retrieve each target test image. Note that the user simulator and the retriever are trained independently, and can communicate only via generated captions and retrieved images. Image retrieval performance is quantified by the average ranking percentile of the target image on the test data split and the recall of the target image at top-N (R@N) in Table 3. Our transformer-based models outperform the previous RNN-based SOTA by a significant margin. In addition, the attribute-aware model produces better retrieval results overall, suggesting that the newly introduced attributes in our dataset are of benefit to the “downstream” dialog-based retrieval task.

Figure 7: Qualitative examples of our dialog-based image retrieval model.

Table 5: Transformers vs. RNNs. We report the performance on recall at 10 (R@10) at the 1st, 3rd and 5th turns on the dialog-based image retrieval task in Dresses. R / T indicate RNN-based and Transformer-based models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turn</th>
<th>Retriever (R) + User (R)</th>
<th>Retriever (R) + User (T)</th>
<th>Retriever (T) + User (R)</th>
<th>Retriever (T) + User (T)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>11.61</td>
<td>12.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>26.95</td>
<td>29.07</td>
<td>36.18</td>
<td>36.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>39.12</td>
<td>41.57</td>
<td>42.40</td>
<td>41.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>24.11</td>
<td>25.88</td>
<td>30.06</td>
<td>30.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusions

We introduced Fashion IQ, a new dataset for research on natural language based image retrieval systems, which is situated in the detail-critical fashion domain. Fashion IQ is the first product-oriented dataset that makes available both high-quality, human-annotated relative captions, and image attributes derived from product descriptions. We showed that image attributes and natural language feedback are complementary to each other, and that combining them leads to significant improvements to interactive image retrieval systems. The natural language interface investigated in this paper overcomes the need to engineer brittle and cumbersome ontologies for every new application, and provides a more natural and expressive way for users to compose novel and complex queries, compared to structured interfaces. We believe that both the dataset and the frameworks explored in this paper will serve as important stepping stones toward building ever more effective interactive image retrieval systems in the future.
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